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1. Introduction 

In recent years, much research has been focused on the numerical solution of systems of differential- 
algebraic equations (DAEs) [5,10,22]. These systems can be found in a wide variety of scientific and 
engineering applications, including circuit analysis, computer-aided design and real-time simulation of 
mechanical (multibody) systems, power systems, chemical process simulation, and optimal control. 

During the same period of time much work has also been done in the field of numerical solution of 
delay differential equations (DDEs) [3,6,11,13-2 1,26,27]. Delay differential equations arise from, for 
example, real-time simulation, where time delays can be introduced by the computer time needed to 
compute an output after the input has been sampled, and where additional delays can be introduced 
by the operator-in-the-loop [9]. Delays arise also in circuit simulation and power systems, due to, for 
example, interconnects for computer chips [12] and transmission lines [24], and in chemical process 
simulation when modeling pipe flows [25]. 

Delay differential-algebraic equations (DDAEs), which have both delay and algebraic constraints, 
appear frequently in these fields. However, not much work has been done on numerical methods for 
DDAEs. In [2,7,&l 11, the structure of DDAEs and order and convergence of numerical methods have 
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been studied but the asymptotic stability of these systems and numerical methods still remains to be 
investigated. 

The stability of numerical methods for DDEs has been very intensively studied. Different kinds of 
stability have been defined [27], and stability of RK methods has been studied in [6,13,15,17,19,26], 
where scalar or systems of DDEs with constant or variable delays are considered. In [4,14,16,20,21], 
stability of &methods is studied for DDEs with different structures. Most of these results are for linear 
constant coefficient systems with constant delay. 

In this paper, we focus on asymptotic stability of numerical methods for linear constant coefficient 
DDAEs. We first study the asymptotic stability of multistep methods and RK methods for linear 
constant coefficient DAEs, which helps us understand the DDAE case better. We then give conditions 
for linear constant coefficient DDAEs to be asymptotically stable, followed by results on the asymptotic 
stability of Q-methods, multistep methods and RK methods. Stability results for nonlinear DDAEs will 
be given in a subsequent paper. 

2. Asymptotic stability results for DAE 

In this section, we consider asymptotic stability of linear constant coefficient DAE and numerical 
methods. 

2.1. Linear constant coefJicient DAE 

We consider DAEs of the form 

Az’+Bz=O, (2.1) 

where A,B E RnXn are constant matrices and A is singular. This is the simplest kind of DAE. 
Solvability, which is essentially the existence and uniqueness of the solution, is given by the following 
theorem in [5]. 

Theorem 2.1. The system (2.1) is solvable if and only if the matrix pencil XA + B is regular; i.e., not 
identically singular for any X. 

We give the definition of asymptotic stability of the solution of (2.1) here. 

Definition 2.1. The solution z(t) of (2.1) is said to be asymptotically stable if there exists a constant b 
such that, for any other solution, y(t) of (2.1) satisfying 

Idto> - Y@o)[ < b, & [z(t) - y(t)1 = 0. 

The following result concerning asymptotic stability of the null solution of (2.1) is given in [23]. 

Theorem 2.2. The null solution of DAE system (2.1) is asymptotically stable ifs the singular values 
of the matrix pencil (A, B) all have negative real part. 
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Here, the singular value of the matrix pencil (A, B) is X E C, such that det[XA + B] = 0. Thus for 
the system (2.1) to be asymptotically stable, B is required to be nonsingular since otherwise X = 0 
will be a singular value of the matrix pencil (A: B). 

To determine the asymptotic stability of a given system, we note that it suffices to consider the case 
that the matrices A and B can be transformed to triangular matrices simultaneously. To see this, we 
first give the following theorem from [5]. 

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that XA + B is a regular pencil. Then there exist nonsingular matrices P: Q 
such that 

PAQ = 

where N is a nilpotent matrix. 

PBQ = 

By the Schur decomposition theorem, we always can find unitary matrices PI, Qt such that 

Pl”CP, = c, QFNQ, =x 

are triangular matrices. Because N is nilpotent, z is strictly triangular. Thus the nonsingular matrices 

will transform the matrices A and B into triangular form. 

2.2. Asymptotic stability of linear multistep methods 

Asymptotic stability of numerical methods for system (2.1) is similarly defined. Instead of the exact 
solution, the numerical discrete solution is considered. 

Consider the multistep method 
s s 

c qxn+tj = h c &fn+j. 
j=o j=o 

When (2.2) is applied to (2.1) we have 

(2.2) 

C( cyj Ax,+~ + hPj Bxn+j) = O. 
j=o 

(2.3) 

If cu,A+ h/f&B is nonsingular, (2.3) is solvable. This can be ensured by requiring cr,/$ > 0. /?s # 0, 
if the system (2.1) is assumed to satisfy the asymptotic stability condition of Theorem 2.2. 

We begin our study of the stability of (2.3) by considering its characteristic polynomial 

p(z) = det k(njA + h&B)zj . j=o 1 (2.4) 
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We want to know under what conditions (2.4) will have no root z with 1.~1 3 1, which will give the 
asymptotic stability of the numerical solution. 

The matrices A and B can be transformed to triangular matrices simultaneously, 

a1 ... * 

PAQ= . . . * 

a72 

Then the characteristic polynomial can be rewritten as 

p(x) = det P-’ . det 

clijal + h&b1 . e . * 

*. * 

ajan + h@jbn 

bi#O (i= l,...,n). 

Since P and Q are nonsingular, p(z) = 0 is equivalent to 
n s 

4X (cqai + h&b&j = 0. 
i=l j=o 

Thus our problem is reduced to considering the roots of (2.6). 

(2.6) 

According to the value of ai, we have two cases. First consider the case ai # 0 for some i. Then, 
for the itb term in (2.6), 

11 9 detQ_‘. (2.5) 

(2.7) 

The characteristic polynomial of the method (2.2) applied to the standard test problem y’ = Xy is 
given by 

(2.8) 
j=o 

If hX E SR, where 5’~ is the stability region of method (2.2), (2.8) will have no root on or outside the 
unit circle. In our problem, 0 = -bi/ai is just the singular value of the matrix pencil (A, B) which 
is in the left half-plane. If ha E SR, (2.7) will not have a root lying on or outside the unit circle. 

Next consider the case when ai = 0 for some i. In this case, bi # 0 and the corresponding term in 
(2.6) becomes 

s 

c hpjbizj. (2.9) 
j=o 

For (2.9) to have only roots inside the unit circle, we need CJ=, ,Bj.zi to be a Schur polynomial. Thus 
we have shown 

Theorem 2.4. The multistep method (2.2) is asymptotically stable for asymptotically stable DAEs 
(2.1) if C,“=o Pj zj is a Schur polynomial and ha E 5’~ where CT are the singular values of the matrix 
pencil (A, B) and SR is the stability region of (2.2). 
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2.3. Stability of Runge-Kutta methods 

The RK method for (2.1) can be written as 

AKm,i + hB x, + f: Z& K,,j =o, i=l,..., s, 
j=l 

s 

Xm+l = Xm + cbrn,,, 

i=l 

where Km,i = [KA i, . . . , K$ JT, i = 1,. . . , s, are the stage derivatives multiplied by h. 
By a rearrangement of the elements of the stage derivatives 

Km = [KJ+. . . ,K7sL,s,KZi,I,. . . , K&,,,. . . , K;,~, . . . , K:,J~ 

we can rewrite (2.10) 

( 

A@I,+hB@d 0 

-1, @P In 

where A= (&) and%= [;I,.. . ,$]’ define the RK method and e = [ 1, 1, . . . ,I]:. 
Consider the characteristic polynomial of the difference equation (2.11) 

251 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

p(z) = det 
(A@I,+hB@d)z hB@e 

-I, @ZTz J] =det [ :: :I]. 
(2.12) 

We need the conditions under which (2.12) will have all its roots inside the unit circle. Equivalently, 
we consider under what conditions Ix] 3 1 gives p(z) # 0. 

Again, we use the fact that for a solvable DAE, A, B can be transformed simultaneously to lower 
triangular matrices by nonsingular matrices P, Q. Thus it suffices to consider systems (2.1) where 
A, B are triangular. Here we just consider RK methods with nonsingular A. 

Under the conditions already given, Tt1 = (A @ I, + hB 18 d)z is nonsingular when h is small, 
since A is nonsingular and the solvability of (2.1) implies the pencil (A, B) is regular, as has been 
pointed out in [S]. So we have 

p(z) = det 
Tll 0 

[ I[ I 
det 

T,-I’TlX 

Tl2 I 0 T22 - T2lT,;‘Tl2 

= det[Ttt] det [T22 - T2tTt;‘Tt2] 

= det[Ttt]q(z), 

where 

q(z) = det[Tz;! - T21TlT1T12] = det[l,z - M], 

M = I, - h(In @gT)(A 8 I, + hB @ A)-'(B @ e). 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 
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The matrix AL! does not depend on .z and also from (2.14), it is clear that the zeros of q(z) are 
eigenvalues of M. So we just prove that the eigenvalues of A4 are inside the unit circle. Expanding 
(2.15) using 

(AcW,+~BZM-’ = 

(a’1 + &A)-’ 0 . . . 0 

* (apI+ hbzd)-' ... 0 

. . 

* * . . . (anI+ hb,d)-' 

(where ai,bi (i = l,..., n) are diagonal elements of A, B) and by the definition of the Kronecker 
tensor, we arrive at 

M= 

Recall that the stability function of the RK method defined by A, gT is given by 

R(Z) = 1 + ZgT(l - Zd)-'e. (2.16) 

As in Section 2.2, there are two cases according to the value of ai. If ui # 0 for some i, then 
CT~ = -bi/ai is a singular value of the matrix pencil (A, B) and as pointed out before, if the DAE is 
asymptotically stable, it will have nonzero negative real part. Thus in this case, if hoi E SR, where 
5’~ is the stability region of the RK method with coefficient matrices A and gT, we have 

lIt( = 11 +gT(l- (-hbi/ui)d)-l(-hbi/ui)el < 1. 

This adds no extra requirement on our RK method for stability. The second case is that ui = 0 for 
some i. In this case, we have 

l-;T(u,l+ hbiC)-lhbie = 1 -%Th;ld-lbie = 1 -zTd-le 

which requires the RK method to satisfy 

11 -;Td-lel < 1. (2.17) 

This is just the requirement for strict stability for RK methods, as pointed out in [5]. Thus we get the 
following theorem concerning the asymptotic stability of the RK method. 

Theorem 2.5. The RK method (2.10) with A nonsingular for the asymptotically stable system (2.1) 
is asymptotically stable if it satisjes the strict stability condition (2.17) and if hai is in the stability 
region of (2.10) for all i, where oi are the singular values of (2.1). 
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3. Asymptotic stability results for DDAE 

In this section, we are concerned with linear delay differential algebraic equations of the form 

AX’ + Bn: + Cz’(t - T) + Dz(t - T) = 0, (3.1) 

where r is the delay and A, B, C, D E IF xn are constant coefficient matrices, and A is singular. An 
initial function 4(t) must be specified on the time interval (-r, 0) for a unique solution of (3.1). Here, 
since only the asymptotic stability of the null solution of (3.1) is considered, we consider 4(t) such 
that its value is in a neighborhood of the null solution for t E (-r, 0). 

As has been pointed out in [2,7,8], Eq. (3.1), though in the form of a neutral or retarded equation, 
may in fact be of advanced type. However, as we will see later, under some conditions on the coefficient 
matrices, the system can only be of retarded or neutral type and thus it’s enough to consider only the 
exponential solutions of the system for asymptotic stability. 

3.1. Asymptotic stability of the solution of the DDAE 

The asymptotic stability of the solution of system (3.1) can be defined similarly as in Section 2.1. 
We require that the initial function 4(t) lies in a neighborhood of the null solution. 

As we know, the solution of a linear differential equation can be studied via the characteristic 
equation of the original system. In our problem, the system (3.1) can be reduced to a linear essential 
underlying delay ODE [l] and the stability of its exponential solutions can be studied via the charac- 
teristic equation. However, we now consider directly the stability of the exponential solutions to (3.1), 
assuming existence and uniqueness of a continuous solution are satisfied. 

Considering exponential solutions of (3.1) of the form test, the characteristic equation of (3.1) can 
be easily obtained 

P = det[(sA + B) + (SC + D)exp(-rs)] = 0. (3.2) 

To prove the asymptotic stability of the solution, we need only show that the roots s of (3.2) all have 
negative real part bounded away from 0. We first give a well-known lemma that can be found in many 
papers [13,17]. 

Lemma 3.1. Given a polynomial P(s, z) in the complex variables s and z such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

(i) P(s, 0) # 0 for s such that Re s 3 0, 
(ii) P(s, z) # Ofor (s, z) such that Res = 0 and 1,~ < 1, 

then we have P(s, z) # Of ( or s,z such that Res 3 0 and 1,~ < 1. ) 

Let P(s,z) = det[(sA + B) + (SC + D)z]. W e h ave P(s,O) = det[sA + B]. Condition (i) in 
Lemma 3.1 implies that the matrix pencil (A, B) cannot have a singular value with real part greater 
than or equal to 0. Thus the matrix sA + B is nonsingular for Re s 3 0, and P(s, z) can be written 

P(s, .z) = det[(sA + B)] det[l+ (sA + B)-‘(SC + D)z], for Res >, 0. 

If we require that 

sup p[(sA + @-‘(SC + D)] < 1, 
Re s>O 
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where p denotes the spectral radius, the second condition of Lemma 3.1 will also be satisfied since 
Re s 3 0 implies 1x1 = le--s7 1 < 1 automatically. Thus the result of Lemma 3.1 holds and the roots 
of the characteristic equation (3.1) will all have negative real part. This also ensures the system (3.1) 
can only be of retarded or neutral type since the characteristic equation of an advanced type system 
has an infinite number of roots with arbitrarily large real part. 

To prove that the real parts of the roots of P(s, ,z) are bounded away from 0, i.e., there is a small 
number 6 > 0 such that P(s, z) # 0 when Re s > -6, we need some additional assumptions. Using 
the similar arguments of [4] and [20], it can be shown that when the following condition holds 

luTAul 3 luTCul for all u E IV, 

the roots of the characteristic equation (3.1) are bounded away from the imaginary axis. However, this 
condition is not used in proving the asymptotic stability of the numerical solution. 

Theorem 3.2. If the coeftkient matrices of (3.1) satisfy the following conditions: 

the matrix pencil (A, B) only has singular values with negative real part, 

sup p[(sA+ B)-‘(sC+D)] < 1, 
Re s>O 

luTAuI > (uTCu( for all u E IP, 

then system (3.1) is asymptotically stable. 

(3.3.1) 

(3.3.2) 

(3.3.3) 

Corollary 3.3. System (3.1) is asymptotically stable under the conditions that 

the matrix pencil (A, B) only has singular values with negative real part, 

sup p[(sA + B)-‘(SC + D)] < 1, 
Re s=O 

I(u,Au)I 3 I(u,Cu)I for all u E IIF. 

(3.3.1’) 

(3.3.2’) 

(3.3.3’) 

The corollary is a direct result of the maximum principle in complex analysis. For a proof of the 
inequality 

sup lrr[(sA+B)-‘(sC+D)] ~R~~~O~[(~A+B)-l(~C+~)], 
Res>O 

refer to [14], for example. 

3.2. Stability of O-methods 

We first give a definition of asymptotic stability for numerical methods. 

Definition 3.1. The solution IC, of a numerical method for an asymptotically stable system (3.1) is 
also asymptotically stable iff for some constant b, such that if Iza) < b, then 2, t 0 when n + 00. 

For the linear systems considered here, the constant b can be any fixed positive value and is not 
used in the proofs. 
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The &method applied to (3.1) gives 

A z”+lh- xn + QBx,+1 + c 
xh((n + 1)h - 7) - zh(nh - 7) 

h 
+ BDx’L((n + 1)h - 7) 

+ (1 - 8)&z, + (1 - B)Dxh(nh - 7) = 0, 

where z?(t) with t > 0 is defined by piecewise linear interpolation 

t - kh 
zyt> = hQ$’ + 

(k + 1)h - t 

h xlc, 

for lch < t < (k + l)h, k = 0, 1,. . . . In fact (3.5) gives 

z’“((n + 1)h - T) = SZ,+~_~ + (1 - S)xn+l-m, 

xh(nh - 7) = SX,+~_~ + (1 - S)xn+, 

where 0 < S = m - Th-1 < 1 and m is the smallest integer with Th-’ 6 m. 
Expanding (3.4) using (3.6), we eventually arrive at 

(A + BhB)x,+l = (A + (0 - l)hB)z, - S(BhD + C)X,+~_~ 

- [(8hD + C)(l - 6) + ((1 - B)hD - C)S]X,+~_, 

- [(l - Q)hD - C] (1 - 6)x,_,. 

255 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

For (3.7) to be solvable, we require that A + 8hB nonsingular for 8h > 0, but this is just the condition 
(3.3.1) of Theorem 3.2. To study the stability of the difference equation (3.7), we first obtain its 
characteristic equation 

det[((A + BhB)zmf’ - (A - (1 - 0)hB))P + S(BhD + C)z* 

+ ((BhD + C)(l - S) + ((1 - 8)hD - C)S)z + ((1 - 0)hD - C)(l - S)] = 0. (3.8) 

Define the polynomials P(z) and Q(.z, S) by 

P(z) = (A + BhB)z - (A - (1 - 0)hB), 

Q(z,@= (Sz+(l-S))((z-l)C+(8z+(l-0))hD). 
(3.9) 

Then the characteristic equation (3.8) can be written as 

det [PP(z) + Q(z, s)] = 0. (3.10) 

We give the main result of this section here. 

Theorem 3.4. For systems (3.1) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.2, the &method is asymptoti- 
cally stable $0 E (l/2, I]. 

We just need to prove that under the conditions of Theorem 3.2, the roots of the characteristic 
equation (3.10) have modulus less than 1. We first prove the following lemma. 

Lemma 3.5. P( z is nonsingular iff 6’ E (l/2,1], 1.~1 3 1 and condition (3.3.1) holds. ) 
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Proof. Let X(A, B) denote the singular values of the matrix pencil (A, B). From condition (3.3.1) of 
Theorem 3.2, we have Re X(A, B) < 0. We consider two cases. First consider the case z # 1, jzj 3 1. 
Then rewrite P(z) as 

P(z) = [(z - 1)1] b + ( 19& ‘z ” ; B)h)B]. 

Since z # 1, det[(z - 1)1] # 0. A direct calculation shows that 

Re t9zh + (1 - e)h 
Z-1 > 

> 0 iff 0 > l/2, 

which is equivalent to 

Re 
Z-1 

Bzh + (1 - 0)h > 
>0 iff 8>1/2 and det 

Z-1 
Bzh + (1 - 0)h 

A+B #0 1 
from (3.3.1). So eventually we have 

ezh + (1 - 0)h 

Z-1 

and hence det P(z) # 0. The second case is when z = 1. In this case we have P(z) = hB. When 
h # 0, P(z) is nonsingular since B is a nonsingular matrix, i.e., 0 is not a singular value of (A, B). 0 

Proof of Theorem 3.4. To prove that method (3.4) is asymptotically stable, we just need to prove 
that det[zPP(z) + Q(z, S)] is a Schur polynomial. A sufficient condition is that P(z) is invertible and 
p[P-‘(x)Q(z,S)] < 1 for IzI = 1, according to the main result of [ 171. 

First we note that 

PC4 Z-1 
82+1-8=82+1-~ 

AfhB, 

Qb, 6) 
h+i-8 hD+ez;;~eC): 

since when 6’ > l/2 and 1.~1 3 1, we have 0.z + 1 - 8 # 0. 
Because P(z) is nonsingular when 0 > l/2 and IzI 3 1, we have 

p[P-‘(z)Q(zJ)] = 16.~ + 1 - 61~ & \ eA + hB 
Z-l 

oz+i-8 

for 121 = 1. 
However, for 0 < S < 1 and 1.~1 = 1, we have I6.z + 1 - 61 < 1 - 6 + Slzl = 1 and thus 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

Letting 

E= 
Z-1 i-e 

ez+1-0’ Y= e ’ 
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we have that when 8 E (l/2,1], y satisfies 0 < y < 1 and 

L-1 1 
Re(=Reez= 

Z-1 
$Re- 

z+Y 
30 for Iz(= 1 andO<S< 1. 

Thus we know 

<= 
Z-l 

Qz+l-B 

transforms the unit circle {z: /zI < l} into {I: Ret 3 O}. So (3.12) is equivalent to 

p[P-‘(z)Q(z,S)] < p[([A + ILB)-~(JC + MI)] for Re[ 3 0. 

However from condition (3.3.2’) of Corollary 3.3, we have 

=P>~P[(EA + hB)-‘KC + W] < 1. 
/ 

Hence, from (3.13), 

p[P-‘(z)Q(z,S)] < 1 for JzI = 1, 

which completes the proof of Theorem 3.4. 0 

3.3. Stability of BDF methods 

Consider an s-step BDF method applied to (3.1). As in [5], we get 

Apz, + Bx + Cpxn-m 
h n ~ + D2,_m = 0, 

h 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

where 

PXn 1 s -=- 
h h j=. O’xn-’ c 

and now we assume m = T/h for simplicity. Then the characteristic polynomial of (3.15) is given by 

P(z) = det 2 ajAz_j + hBz” + f: CX~C’Z-~-~ + hDz-m 
j=o j=o 1 

= det A + hB + z-~ (3.16) 

Theorem 3.6. An A-stable BDF method is asymptotically stable for systems (3.1) satisfying the con- 
ditions of Theorem 3.2. 

Proof. To prove that scheme (3.15) is asymptotically stable when the corresponding BDF method is 
A-stable, we just need to prove under this assumption that the characteristic polynomial (3.16) has no 
root z with (zl 3 1, i.e., P(z) # 0 when Iz( 3 1. 
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We first prove that 

Re > 0 for 1x1 > 1 

when the corresponding BDF method is A-stable. Consider the BDF method applied to the test equation 
y’=XywithReX<O.Th h e c aracteristic polynomial is given by 

p(z) = &jYj - hX. 
j=O 

Since the BDF method is A-stable, for every 5 = hX with Re[ < 0, we have p(z) # 0 for IzI 2 1. 
We can conclude from this fact that 

Re 

We prove this by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a z with jz[ 3 1 such that 

s 

c 0ljz-j = a + ib where a < 0. 
j=o 

Then from the A-stability of the method, we always can find [ = hX = a + ib, a < 0, in the stability 
region of the method but still satisfying 

p(z) = ~ajz-j - < = 0 with Iz( 3 1. 
j=o 

so 

Re 3 0 for Iz( 2 1 

and thus from condition (3.3.1’) of Corollary 3.3, 

is nonsingular and 

J’(Z)=det [ (gajzFj)A+ hB] 
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However, from condition (3.3.2’) of Corollary 3.3, we also have 

since Iz-~~ < 1 when Iz( 3 1. 0 

3.4. General multistep methods 

In this section, we consider the stability of general multistep methods for the linear system (3.1). 
However, we have to make an additional assumption. As we know [5], for a linear constant coefficient 
DAE system to be solvable, it must be regular and thus can be represented in canonical form. As we 
have shown in Section 2, this is equivalent to requiring that A, I3 can be transformed simultaneously 
to triangular matrices by nonsingular constant matrices P and Q. We assume here that the matrices 
C and D can also be transformed to triangular form by these two matrices. This assumption is true 
for Hessenberg DDAEs. 

Hence in the following discussion, we will only consider the case that all the coefficient matrices 
are upper triangular. We use the notation of Section 2 to denote these triangular matrices. 

Considering again the characteristic polynomial of (3.1), we have, under the assumption of this 
section 

P(s, z) = det[(sA + B) + (SC + D)Z] = fi [s(ui + ci.z) + (bi + diz)], 
i=l 

(3.17) 

where ai, bi , ci, di (i = 1, . . . , d) are the diagonal elements of the corresponding matrices and d is 
the dimension of the problem and z = exp(-7s). We have the following proposition to ensure the 
asymptotic stability of (3.1). 

Proposition 3.7. System (3.1) is asymptotically stable if 
(i) for any i, if ai = 0, then Q = 0. 

(ii) ]ai] > lcil for all i such that ai # 0, lbil > Idi( f or all i such that ai = 0 and when 
ai # 0, Re ((ai + cg)-‘(bi + diz)) > Ofor JzI < 1. 

(iii) Iu~Au[ 3 Iu~CU( for all u E IP. 

Proof. Notice that when Re s 2 0, ]zI < 1. We need to prove that under the conditions above, 
P(s, z) # 0 when Re s 3 0. First consider the case that ai = q = 0 for some i. In this case, we have 
bi + diz # 0 from (bil > ldil and 1x1 6 1 (Res 3 0). In the case ai # 0, we have ui + clz # 0 from 
lai( > Ici( and thus 

s(ai + ciz) + (bi + diz) = (ui + qz) 

since Re (ui + ciz)-‘(bi + diz) > 0 for (~1 6 1. 0 

Condition (i) of Proposition 3.7 is also necessary for the system (3.1) to be retarded or neutral. 
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Consider a general multistep method 

enx,,+j = he&.fn+j. 
j=O j=O 

(3.18) 

When (3.18) is applied to (3.1), we have 

s 

C( ajAxn+j + h,BjBxn+j + c\ljCxn+j-m + h/LJjDxn+j-m) = 0, (3.19) 
j=O 

where m has the same meaning as before. 
Again, we consider the characteristic polynomial of (3.19), using the fact that all the coefficient 

matrices are triangular. We prove that the polynomial will be nonzero when IzI 2 1. 

s 
P(Z) = det C (QjAZj + h,8jBS + ~~CFrn + h@jD,iJern 

j=o )I 

= fr 2 ((ui + cq-m)q + h(bi + diz-“),6&j. 
ix1 j=o 

Consider an arbitrary term in (3.20). If ai # 0 then we rewrite it as 

(3.20) 

since when JzI 3 1 we have ai + c~z-~ # 0 from the condition of Proposition 3.7. Thus because we 
already have 

> 
60 

then if 

_hbi + di.rm 
ui + Ci.75m E sR 

where Sn is the stability region of the corresponding multistep method, 

f: ((Ui + Ci.i-")Qj + h(bi + dizern)ljr3)z’ # 0. 
j=o 

In the case ui = 0 for some i, the corresponding term of (3.20) reduces to 

(bi + diz-“). 
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If ‘j& ,&zj is a Schur polynomial, this term is nonzero from the condition of Proposition 3.7. This 
finishes the proof of the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.8. Zf the DDAE system (3.1) satisJies the conditions of Proposition 3.7 and also the con- 
dition that 

_hbi + diz E s 

ai + ciz 
R for Iz( 3 1, 

then if the multistep method satisjies that CT=, &zJ is a Schurpolynomial, the solution of the multistep 
method is asymptotically stable. 

3.5. Asymptotic stability of Runge-Kutta methods 

Consider now the RK method for (3.1). We have 

AKn,i + hB 2, + eiiiiKn,j + CKn-m,j + hD X,-m + e &jKn-,,j =o 

j=l j=l 

fori= l:...,s, (3.21) 

x,+1 = x, + k&K+, 
i=l 

where Kn,i = [K$, . . . , K&IT, i = 1,. . . , s, are stage derivatives multiplied by h. Denoting again 

gT = [i;,&, . . . ,&]) A = (iiij), 
we assume that the eigenvalues of A all have positive real part. Such RK methods do exist. A 
simple example is the semi-explicit RK method with positive diagonal coefficients. Another example 
is the implicit two-stage fourth order Butcher-Kuntzmann formula, [13]. After a rearrangement of the 
variables of the stage derivatives as 

K,= [K~,~:...,K~,,,K~,I,....K~~L,S ,..., K:,,,...,li;Lt,S]T, 

we can rewrite (3.21) in the form 

A@Is+hB@A 0 

-I&& Id) (:*)+(: ““Ee) (Ki:) 

+ 
( 

‘@Is+ghDgA ;) (z;;ym) + (1 ““,“‘) (K;;;;m) =:O, (3.22) 

where e = [l, 1,. . . , 11:. 
The characteristic polynomial of (3.22) is given by 

A@Is+hB@A 0 

-Id @i;’ 
+ .P 

Id 

0 hB@e 

0 -Id 
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+.Z (3.23) 

where 

Tll=zmS1(A~r,+hB~d)+z(C~~I,+hD~d), 

T12=zmhB@e+hD@e, 

T21 = -zm+‘Id @XT, 

T22 = .zm+‘Id - zmId. 

(3.24) 

We first prove that, under the conditions of Proposition 3.7, Tl1 is nonsingular. Using the fact that all 
the coefficient matrices are of upper triangular form, we have 

det[Trt] = fr det [zm+’ (aJ+ hbid)+z(cil+ h&d)] 
i=l 

= fI det [.z?+‘(ai + c+~-~)l+ .zm+’ (bi + &-“)A]. 
i=l 

For each term in det[Tlt], if ai # 0 it can be rewritten as 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

When ]z] > 1, we have 

ai + c+-m # 0, 
Re bi + tWrn > o 

ai + f$cm 

from the conditions of Proposition 3.7. Thus q(z) # 0 from the fact that all the eigenvalues of A have 
positive real part. For each term with ai = q = 0, we have 

q(z) = det[z m+l h(bi + diz-m)d] # 0 

since bi + dizern # 0 for ]z] 3 1. Thus we have shown that Tl1 is nonsingular. Hence p(z) can be 
rewritten as 

~(2) = det[Tlt] det[T22 - TzT$TE] 

where T,T’ is upper triangular with diagonal elements 

.z -(m+r) ((oi + c.z-m )I+h(bi+diz-m)d)-l, i= 1,2 ,..., d. 

By direct calculation, we have 

det[T22 - T2tTl;1Tt2] 
d 

= n zm [z - (1 - Z’( (ai + c+-m )I + h(bi + dg-“)A)-‘h(bi + diz-m)e)]. 
i=l 

(3.27) 
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Consider the terms in (3.27). When ai # 0 for some i, we have 

1 -g’((q + ciz-“)I + h(bi + diz-“)A)-‘h(b; + dizWm)e 

bi + diZhrn d -lh bi + diZern e = R _h bi + diZ-m 

Ui + CiZdm > Ui + CiZpm > Ui +q.Zem ’ 

where 

R(Z) = 1 - ZbT(I - Zd)-‘e 

is the stability function of the RK method. Since 

if we also have 

_hbi + diZprn E S 
Ui + CiZpm 

R for 121 3 1, 

where SR is the stability region of the RK method, then we have 

1 -gT((ai + qFm)l + h(bi + d~.Cm)d)-lh(b~ + di.Cm)e < 1. 

Thus the terms in (3.27) corresponding to this case will be nonzero when 1 z/ 3 1. 
In the case that ai = ci = 0 for some i, the terms in the product reduce to the form 

1 -gT((ai + SZ-“)I + h(bi + diz-“)A)-‘h(bi + di.Cm)e = 1 -%Td-le. 

Thus if the RK method satisfies 11 -~Td-lel < 1, i.e., the RK method is strictly stable, 

263 

then the terms 
in (3.27) corresponding to this case will also be nonzero. So we proved that when 1~1 3 1, p(z) # 0, 
which leads immediately to the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.9. For linear systems (3.1) which satisfj, the conditions of Proposition 3.7 and also the 
condition 

_hbi + diZpm E s 

Ui + CiZpm 
R when 1.z 3 1 

for a strictly stable RK method for which all the eigenvalues of its coefJicient matrix d have positive 
real part, which has stability region SR, the numerical solution is asymptotically stable. 
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